Hybrid Meetings Offerings at the riviera

the future of virtual and hybrid meetings
•CONVENIENT

•SAFE

•COST EFFECTIVE

•EFFICIENT

The Audiovisual world has spent the last 10+ years transitioning to a virtual and hybrid meetings environment, pushed
along even further and faster this past year out of necessity. But as this transition has become more standardized the
benefits of hybrid and virtual meetings have come to the forefront.
In addition to their cost effectiveness and convenience, the AV industry and event planners alike have seen an
increase in efficiency, a broader reach and a significant jump in ROI. Virtual and hybrid events have created more
inclusivity, allowing for attendees to access events without dedicating the time and costs of traveling to in-person
meetings.
Virtual and hybrid events will continue to develop as the need for both continues to increase, and the ability to
execute becomes simpler and simpler.

Conference Technologies, Inc. is a leader in the audiovisual and event production industry, with 26 locations across the
United States and over 30 years of experience. With headquarters in St. Louis, MO and a team of almost 500 talented
staff members, CTI successfully executes hundreds of virtual, hybrid and in-person events of varying scale each year.

hybrid package offerings
essential hybrid package
starting at $1,200.00

• Executed with Client Provided
Platform
(Ex. ZOOM, TEAMS, WEBEX etc.)
• CTI Provided Video Package
• CTI Provided Audio Package
• CTI Technician to set up and tear
out gear

contact

standard hybrid package
starting at $2,500.00

elite hybrid package
starting at $5,000.00

CTI Provided Platform
Video Package
Audio Package
CTI Technician to set up and tear
out gear
• On-site CTI AV Technician @ 4
hours
• Additional hours available at a
rate of $75 per hour

Standard Hybrid Package, plus:
• CTI Provided Website: Client will
work with a CTI Web Designer and
Producer for a custom website
(Up to 4 hours of Web Design)
• Includes registration, 2-way
virtual communication, CHAT and
Analytics
• Post-production Package: Up to
8 hours of event content video
editing
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